press release

DHL Express introduces enhanced Americas – Asia Pacific and
intra-Asian connections


Improved transit times and additional connections for Asia-US and
intra-Asian network



Next-day delivery connection to US for Japanese customers



Non-stop US-Japan freighter service to introduce enhanced delivery
capability to Tokyo for customers in Americas



Increase in freighter frequency to Australia

Bonn, April 9, 2013 - DHL Express, the world’s leading international express services
provider, has made significant enhancements to its intercontinental and intra-Asian
service offering. The introduction of additional wide-bodied aircraft to DHL’s global
aviation network, coupled with adjustments to its intra-Asian connections, has opened up
service benefits for customers on key trade lanes, particularly between the Americas and
Asia. These enhancements will be launched by the end of April 2013.

Jerry Hsu, CEO, DHL Express Asia Pacific, said: “The integration and strategic scheduling
of additional highly efficient freighter aircraft into our network will directly benefit a large
number of markets across three continents. Trade between Asia and the US is predicted
to grow 10% per annum up to 2020¹. We are improving service and adding capacity
between Asia and the US to support the continued two-way growth we see on the world’s
biggest trade lane. By providing more capacity and connections, DHL is helping
customers capitalize on this potential.”

The first major network enhancement will be the introduction of a direct connection
between Japan and DHL’s Americas Hub in Cincinnati, United States. A daily flight from
the Japanese industrial city of Nagoya to Cincinnati will establish a next-day delivery
service to the US for all locations directly serviced by DHL in Japan. A return connection
between Cincinnati and Tokyo will enable a two-day delivery capability to the Japanese
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capital and surrounding metropolitan areas for shippers in the US, Canada and Latin
America. Both routes will be serviced by Boeing 747-400 aircraft with a capacity of over
100 tons.

A second enhancement will see DHL double the frequency of its wide-bodied freighter
connections to Australia from two to four days per week. By optimizing its intercontinental
network and routing shipments via Japan, it will be able to reinforce its daily US-Australia
connection, while at the same time offering additional and strategically timed daily
capacity from key North Asian markets into Australia. This route will be supported by the
introduction of two new Boeing 767-300ERF wide-bodied freighters with a capacity of over
55 tons.

Stephen Fenwick, CEO, DHL Express Americas, said: “A new direct connection from
DHL’s Americas Hub to Japan, as well as links between Japan and the broader Asia
Pacific region, will further support the many customers in the US, Canada and Latin
America who are exploiting trade opportunities across the Pacific. The US-Australia trade
lane, for example, grew at over 13%² in 2012. The additional frequencies we are adding
on this lane will ensure that trade between these two countries can continue to flourish
over the coming years. These changes are aimed directly at responding to the market,
improving DHL’s service to our customers throughout the Americas to Asia Pacific.“

Additionally, a new wide-bodied freighter flight will link the Taiwanese capital Taipei,
Incheon, Korea, and Nagoya, Japan, reinforcing express connections within the region. By
connecting to the Nagoya-Cincinnati service, it will also provide additional capacity for
customers shipping to the US from all three Asian markets.

“DHL is constantly seeking to optimize its global network in order to deliver additional
value for our customers,” said Charlie Dobbie, Executive Vice President, Global Network
Operations, DHL Express. “With the launch of our North Asia Hub, the expansion of our
Americas Hub in Cincinnati and significant investments in our intercontinental air fleet in
2012, we significantly reinforced DHL’s high quality service proposition for customers
trading between the Americas and Asia. The latest changes build further on this platform,
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adding capacity and transit time improvements to meet our customers’ growth needs and
exceed their service expectations.”

The Boeing 747-400 and Boeing 767-300ERF wide-bodied aircraft will be operated by
DHL partner airline Polar Air Cargo Worldwide.
¹

Stats from Beyond Asia: new patterns of trade, Ernst & Young,
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/Beyond_Asia:_new_patterns_of_trade_in_AsiaPacific/$FILE/Beyond%20Asia%20-%20new%20patterns%20of%20trade.pdf
² US goods exports to Australia – 2012 vs. 2011 - http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c6021.html
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You can find the press release for download as well as further information on
http://www.dp-dhl.com/pressreleases
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DHL – The Logistics company for the world
DHL is the global market leader in the logistics industry and “The Logistics company for
the world”. DHL commits its expertise in international express, air and ocean freight, road
and rail transportation, contract logistics and international mail services to its customers. A
global network composed of more than 220 countries and territories and about 285,000
employees worldwide offers customers superior service quality and local knowledge to
satisfy their supply chain requirements. DHL accepts its social responsibility by supporting
environmental protection, disaster management and education.
DHL is part of Deutsche Post DHL. The Group generated revenue of more than 55 billion
euros in 2012.
For more information: www.dp-dhl.com
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